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CHAPTER I
JNTRODUCTION

Helody is of'ten referred to as the horizontal f'low of music
in contrast to harmony, considered to be the vertical structure of

music.

As defined by Grove, melody is:

which make musical sense" (l:666-667).

"successions of' single notes
Tovey defines melody as ttThe

organization of' successive musical sounds in respect of pitch 11 (10:91).
Melody is an indispensable element in music; children must be able to
use their voices properly if they are to sing melody.
During seven and one-half' years of teaching classroom music
in the elementary grades and junior high school, the writer has observed an alarming number of children who cannot match pitch or sing a specific tune.

These children are variously termed "monotones," "out-of-

tune singers, 11 "non-singers, 11 and "unsure singers. 11

In this paper the

term "unsure singers" will be used when referring to these voices.
I.

PURPOSE

This paper will attempt to present a method of dealing with the
unsure singer which can be used by classroom teachers or the music
specialist.

The various activities outlined have proven somewhat

successful in correcting this problem with the singing volces of'
primary children.

It is important to remember that music, like our spoken
language, is learned. Children are not born with the ability
to sing tunes or to move with the pulsing of music. These abilities come with experience, just as in learning to speak (3:vi).

2

A paper or thesis could be written on the progress of individual children.

However, it will be the intent here to present

ways of handling the problem so that the average classroom teacher
may work with the unsure singers. Host of the ideas have been tried
out successfully with first and second grade classrooms in Eugene,
Oregon.
There are vast differences in the musical abilities of
children entering first grade.
well musically.

Some can express themselves very

Others appear to have no musical sensitivity what-

soever, and singing has been no part of their experience.
When children first enter kindergarten or first grade
hall of them perhaps have already learned to sing tunes. It
is easy to assume that the children who fail to take part or
whose singing is off tune, are un-musical., when in reality
they have had little opportunity or encouragement (J:vi}.
It becomes the duty of the teacher to see that each child
learns to take part in musical activities of some sort.

The type of

activity which is most effective will vary from child to child.
Attitudes, in a large measure, are a product of our experiences and these attitudes in turn influence our reactions to
new and further experience (11:360).
In writing about the child who sings out of tune., Nye and
Nye say:

The fact that at a certain stage in his development a
child does not sing in tune does in no way prove that he is
not musical. Instances can be cited to illustrate that it is
possible for an out-of-tune singer to be an excellent musician.
Among the examples known to the authors are the concert master
of a symphony orchestra -- a superb violinist -- and a boy in
the second grade with a very high I. Q. who played Bach with
understanding and composed music of some quality. Let us remember that inability to match tones with the voice does not
necessarizy mean lack of musical ability (6:98-99).

3

Nye and Nye then list five reasons for children not singing
in tune:

(1) immaturity; (2) la.ck of a background of musical experi-

ence; (3) emotional and psychological blocks;

(4) la.ck of interest,

failure to try; and (5) physical disabilities (6:99).

In Thomas• study of factors determining tone work in the
later elementary grades, she found
There is an increasing number of first graders entering
school with lower pitched voices, not just those termed (incorrectly) monotones, but children who sing songs at a lower pitch,
and with pleasing quality (9:365).
Neiswender, who questions,

11

Is It Too Late To Teach All

Children To Sing?" made the following observations:
For over fifty years the accepted idea has been that children in first grade are sopranos, or else they are not good singers • • • • A child is not granted the dignity of being truly individual when so precious a thing as his voice, if it does not
conform to a range pattern, is hammered into an "approved" range •
• • • If we face from the beginning the fact that the voices of
the children are necessarily what they are -- either higher or
lower -- and from the very beginning teach them all well, many
vocal as well as personality problems will be solved (5:33).
Included in the "Teaching Suggestions" for the Ginn & Company Series,

11

0ur Singing World, 11 are the following statements:

It cannot be said of all children, nor of one child at all
times, that the natural child voice is high and light, or thin
and delicate, soft and sweet, or of any other uniform or predetermined quality • • • • At every step in the progress of the
musical development of children individual differences assert
themselves. Nowhere are they more apparent than iri the singing
voices of children who are entering school for the first time.
Beside, the scale nf deviation is extreme'.cy" wide, running the
gamut all the way from children who "sing like angels" to those
who seem unable to 11 sing at all" (7:viii).
In the light of these opinions, as well as the personal
experiences of the writer, it seems important that voice differences
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and other vocal problems be carefully considered in planning the music
program for children in the primary grades.
The specific purpose of this study, as already stated, was
to present ways of encouraging the unsure singer to use his voice in
the primary grades, but the following related goals should also be
achieved:
1.

Increased interest in music.

2.

Pleasure from participating in musical activities.

3. Satisfaction from contributing favorably to group musical
activities.

4.
5.

Favorable response from the rest of the class.

6.

Vocal facility within a limited range.

Some understanding of tonal movement.

The important question is:

"Are these unsure singers actu-

ally receiving a satisfy:ing musical experience?"

Enjoyment must be

part of that experience if it is to be satisfying.
The desired outcome of this program is an individual who
is at home with music, and to whom music is a continuous source
of enjoyment through life. He will be more developed and more
balanced as a whole person because of the :insights into life
which have come into his understand:ing through music (2:7).
II.

GENERAL PROCEDURE

Three first grade classrooms and three second grade classrooms :in one school were used for the study.

The unsure singers from

each grade level (17 first graders and 13 second graders) met with the
music consultant for half hour periods twice a week for seven weeks.

On the remaining days of the week the classroom teachers followed up the

activities started with these special groups.

Once a week the entire

grade level (all three classrooms) met with the consultant for a grade
level sing, at which time the classroom teachers observed.

The songs

included those for which the unsure singers had learned chants, rhythmic, and physical activities.

Thus, they were able to make a positive

contributfon to the group through ideas that were new to the rest of
the children.

Even with their limited range, they could sing an inter-

esting part.
Equipment for the project was supplied from the central music office and was moved from one classroom to another by means of a
library book cart.

Included were:

1 set of resonator bars (two full octaves, G below
middle C to G two octaves above).
1 set wooden steps.
1 set step bells.
1 flannel board with felt notes.
1 set of flash cards (for each classroom).
Record:

"Leap Frog" from Adventures in Music, Grade I

(RCA Victor Album).
Various rhythm instruments.
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CHAPTER II
A METHOD OP HELPrnG THE UNSURE SINGER

The following ideas constitute a method whereby the classroom teacher or music specialist can work with the unsure singer in
the primary grades.

Most of these suggestions have been tested and

found to be helpful.
I.

SPEECH CHANTING

Melody and speech have common characteristics in that both
have rhythmic pattern, inflection, and accent.
have tonal difficulty

11

Many children who

sing 11 in a type of speaking voice.

Thus, an

excellent way to begin with the unsure singers is by having them chant
rhymes and jingles -- a rhythmic use of the speaking voice.

The fol-

lowing familiar rhymes are suggested for this purpose.
HUMPTY DUMPTY

RUB A DUB DUB

Rub a dub dub,
Three men in a tub,
And who do you think they be?
The butcher, the baker,
The candle-stick maker;
They all went out to sea.

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall;
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall;
All the king's horses
And all the king 's men
Couldn't put Humpty together
again.

APPLE-PIE
If all the world were apple-pie,
And all the sea were ink,
And all the trees were bread and cheese
:\'hat should we have to drink?

'7

I

II..

CH.ANTTI~G TONALLY

Try matching the natural pitch of each child's voice with
a tone bar. Which tone does the child use in his speaking voice as
he chants the rhymes?

Then teach these children, by demonstration,

the difference between speaking on that tone and singing on the same
tone.

Most children will be able to grasp this concept.

It is only

by teacher demonstration that some children can hear the actual difference between talking and singing.

The first big step is to help

each child achieve a singing tone in his voice.

(In this study,

chanting tonally was begun on the B flat below middle

c,

simply be-

cause the worst voice of the group appeared to be "tuned" to this
particular note).
The resonator bars help children chant the rhymes on two
or three tones.

Give the B fiat bar to one child and the C bar to

a child who has difficulty moving his voice to

c.

The two children

with tone bars play the following chants as all the children sing,
giving the C bar an extra accent as they move up to it, and the entire class singing the same note with emphasis.

Hand signals by

the teacher will call attention to the "up and down11 movement of the
following chants:

Rub -

a

- dub - dub.

Rub -

a

• dub - du~.
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Could-n•t put Hurnp-ty

to -

geth - er

a

-
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III.

THREE-TONE PATTERNS

Recognition of tonal movement or direction is of basic importance in enabling children to use their voices properly.
children must be taught the difference between
down. 11

11

Many

going up" and "going

First graders, when asked to sing example l below for the

first time often sing 2 instead.

1:

! ~\-C:-_:fr \- -J j
i

i

:. -_· 1

-··

~

1-

-r

__._

Go -

ing

up

Go

- ing down.

Go

- ing

up

Go

- ing down.

Teaching Procedure
1.

The following patterns, placed on flash cards, may be played on resonator bars, "drawn" in the air with the hands, and
even dramatized with the bodyi

Go - ing up

.1

-.t

Go -

ing

and down.

.-.LI
down.
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It is essential that children learn the following:
a. What it means musically to go

~

and to go down.

b.

How to draw each pattern in the air.

c.

How to play each pattern on the resonator bars.

d. What these patterns look like in notation.
e.
2.

How it feels to sing "going up" and "going down.tt

Place flash cards in the chalk tray side by side, drawing
contour lines above them on the blackboard.

~
l:

_ , ~-D

~

.:p-cu_ J .·1.
up.

Go - ing

Go

-

ing

down.

3. Call attention to the difference between the two patterns,
by questioning the children as follows:

a.

Which note in the second pattern is the same as the note
for the word "up"?

b. Are these notes the highest or the lowest notes?
c.

Point to the two lowest notes.

d. · Can you go

4.

down

a hill if' you are already at the bot tom?

In order to come down, it is necessary to start with the

highest note.

Have the children sing ttgoing

up," holding the

"up" for a long time. Repeat this several times.

5.

Sing the first of' the follow4ig examples and have the children
repeat the pattern several times, being sure to "stay at the
top of' the hill."

12
-------------~-"

2'
Go - ing up

i►°-,1iJcf c:i_J-Jl

Go

Go .. 1ng up Go-ing down.

6. Have the children sing example
and the

11

go. 0

2

above, holding both the

"up"

They will then come down the hill with no dif-

ficulty.

7.

Have the children sing "Did You Ever?" which lies mostly within the three-tone range.

(The last word on lines 1 and 3,

which go out of range, may be sung by the teacher):

From J:v1USIC lN OUR TOi.vN, ©1956, Silver Burdett Company.
Used with permission.
Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Additional verses for "Did You Ever":
2• • • • ever see a bear?
Don't you ever., ever • • • • • • • • •
Don't you ever., ever try to curl his hair.

3• • • • ever see a yak?
Don't you ever., ever • • • • • • • • •
Don't you ever, ever climb upon his back.

4••••

ever see a lion?
You will never, never • • • • • • • • •
You will never, never, never see him cryin 1 1

Reproduced in transposed fonn by permission from ~lUSIC m
OUR T<JvE., C 1956., Silver Burdett Company.
8.

Use step-bells to establish a visual concept of

11

up 11 and

"down."

9. Children can build their own tonal steps, by placing resonator
•

bars on wooden steps, which can be easily constructed.
first use just three bars:
flat bar on the bottom step.

B

flat,

At

c., and D. Place the B

Listen carefully to the other

two resonator bars before placing them on the proper steps.

Step-bells

11.i.
10.

Here are other ways for teaching "up-down" patterns.

(The

teacher and children should do these together):
a.

From a crouching position on the floor, gradually come
to a standing position as the tune goes higher.

b.

From a standing position gradualzy lower to a crouching
position as the tune goes lower.

c.

Play 11fire-engine," using the voice for a siren effect.

d.

Control the fire siren by singing from low B flat to F,
moving the body to show what the tune is doing.

(Play

the bottom and top notes of the siren pattern to help
the children control their voices).
e.

Listen to music that moves "up and down. 11 such as

11

Leap

Frog," RCA Victor Album, Adventures in Music, Grade I.
Children enjoy responding physically to this music.
IV.

FOUR-TONE SCAIE PATTERNS

A fourth bar (E flat) may now be added to the tone steps.

Observe that the bars become smaller as they are placed higher on
the steps.
CLIMBWG UP THE LADDER

.~J )!. =+_+
4 ¾-:::it--=-f L
+ 1=____ J-

Words by

I- f

-,J •

F"1·· ~~- (~-

Donna

Janee

11 Jt •. Mr_ijc
byt· J}nle IJone; ~
' - -..... .. . -cf ...

I- - ~ -,f-

Climb-ing up the lad-der steps, I did not know it was so tall,
I

Do be care-ful eom-ing down,

.

We don't want you to

fall.
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Teaching Procedure
1. Sing "Climbing up, 11 and ask one of the children to play it
on the resonator bars (the children will recognize that the
tonal pattern is "going up 11 ) .
Sing "Climbing up the," asking the children to tell which

2.

tone was sung twice.

3.

Sing t1Climbing up the ladder, tt then ask a child to play it

on the resonator bars.

4. Sing "Climbing

up the ladder steps, I, 11 asking the children

to tell on which words the tune goes down.

5.

Sing the entire first line of the song and ask the children
to listen for the "skip."

lvhere does the tune "leave out 11

a note?

6. When the children can sing the first line of the song, then
sing the second line for them, asking them to listen careful:cy and tell where the tune is different.
The children can discover for themselves what has happened
to the

11

going up 11 pattern in the following song.

Place the flash

card, "going up, 11 in the chalk tray, and also have a flannel board
on hand.

n. t .... rJ·· I .....'.- -·: .:':... i

~

Here we

.

French Folk Tune
Words by Jane Jones

.

i

go ! Here we go I

Here we

go

to

1

.......

sing and playl

ti
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Teaching Procedure
1. Sing the first three notes of the song slowzy on 11 100," to
enable the children to discover what has happened.

2.

ldthout letting them see the first three notes, have the
students place the notes properly on the flannel board.

J. Now sing the pattern with the words,

4.

11

Here we go 111

Sing the entire song for the children without words, asking

them to count how m.a:ny times the 11 Here we go 11 pattern is in
the song.

5.

Sing the last four notes, "to sing and play,• and ask a child

to play it on the resonator bars.
Some of the children may have a baby sister or brother at
home and will enjoy learning to sing this little song softly as a
lullaby.

Observe that the notes of each measure of the song are dif-

ferent.
- - - -

---~---

FRENCH LULLABY

Folk Song from France

Reproduced (in transposed form) by permission of Allyn and
Bacon, Inc. from THIS IS MUSIC; BOOK I by William Sur, Adeline McCall,
Mary R. Tolbert, William R. Fisher, Gladys Pitcher, Robert E. Nye,
Charlotte DuBois. @ 1962.
_

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Teaching Procedure
1.

Sing the song and ask the children if anyone can play the
"Bye-bye 11 pattern on the resonator bars.

2.

To make a game out of this song, hum any of the measures of
the song and let a child either play it on the resonator bars,
hum, or sing it back.

3. Place this little tune on a flash card.

Have a child point

to one of the measures while the rest of the class thinks
very carefully how that measure sounds.

Then have the class

sing that measure.

4. Cut the measures apart, and let the children put the song
back together aga:in (words should be omitted if the song is
used for this purpose).
V.

SKIP OF A FIFTH

Many nursery rhymes may be sung on the two notes forming
the interval or skip of a fifth.

11

01d King Cole" can be presented

easily through the use of hand signals, a low hand placement signifying the tone of B flat, a higher signal denot:ing the fifth tone, F.
Either the teacher or a child may give the hand signals for the rest
of the children to follow.

This device is an excellent way to help

children who have trouble moving their voices up.
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OLD KING COLE
Music by Jane T. Jones

$t!~J~i- J
Old King

and a

l_--~ J -1- ~--=r.

Cole

wae

mer - ry

-,J-

a

---

mer - ry old

old

soul

was

-•_· r--r=~-~-=~;-_ ~:~J--=~j -~~ i~
He

called

-. --

for his

pipe,

soul

......

called for.his

He

-

VI.

called

for his

fid - dlers

FIVE-TONE SCALE PATTERN (1, 2,

3, 4, .5).

Place the following patterns on flash cards.

Then use the

suggested procedure, adding any ideas of your own that come to you
as you work with the children.
1.

We are go - ing up.

2.

We

~-~

bowl

-+ -·- 4- - t
t -t
- .. _
., . - j

And he

--·.

~~---·

-~--:-•

are go - ing down.
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Teaching Procedure
l.

Sing the first pattern for the children.

Ask them to

11

draw

it" in the air.
2.

Allow a child to play it on the resonator bars.

J. Ask everyone to sing it together.

4.

Allow the children to decide the kind of physical response
this tune might call for.

5.

Show the children the two tunes on flash cards and allow
them to decide which is which.

6. How
7.

many

patterns can the children identify with the words?

How many patterns can they sing?

(The words should not be

printed on the flash cards).

8. Let the children build the tonal steps using five tones.
Listen carefully to each bar before putting it in place.
SONGS USJNG THE t11 - 2 - 3 -

4 - 511

TONAL

PATTERN.

THE HAPPY RIVER

French Folk Tune

From THE FIRST GRADE BOOK, Our St;,ing World Series, published by Ginn and Company. Used wi permission. @1949.
Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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MY LITTLE CATS

At:.strian foDcsong

From MUSIC ROUND THE CLOCK, Together-We-Sing Series, published
by Follett Publishing Company. Used with permission. @1959.
*The "me-ows" may be used as an introduction to the song,
or perhaps as a coda at the end.

FmE I FIRE!

-~--~$~·--~-~

= ·--·

Chil<ir_en•s_~m,g~

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Reproduced (in transposed form) by permission of Allyn and
Bacon, Inc. from THIS IS :MUSIC, BOOK I by William R. Sur, Adeline McCall, Mary R. Tolbert, William R. Fisher, Gladys Pitcher, Robert E.
l'!ye, Charlotte DuBois. @ 1962.
Teaching Procedure
1. Add cymbals and bells where the XI s appear over the notes
of the song.
2.

Children may play the three descending scale patterns on the
resonator bars, bej_ng careful in the first two patterns to
return to E before going on down to

c.

They may be able to

play the entire song on the resonator bars.

3. Try putting the song on a chart so the children can actually
see how the tune moves.

This will give the numbers more mean-

ing.

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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THE NATURAL INTERVAL (5 - 3) •

VII.

hoo.

Y90 -

Before beginning the song, seat the children with low voices
on one side of the room and those with higher voices on the other side.
After hearing the familiar pattern on the resonator bars, the children
may decide it sounds like a

11

cuckoo 11 or like their doorbell at home.

YOO HOO
Words and Mu.sic by Jane T. Jones

,P~iJIJ .,J-J.,J'IJ":-;" JI
Yoo -

'

b 17

{yco-hoo),

hoo,

•

•-•J' y J" 1
hoo,

hoo,

hear,

:roo

(yoo - hoo),

~1, ..• ~-=-~~♦--~j~ -···:-- tir~

j l

7

(yoo-hoo),

-f\.
•.

(I hear),

yoo - hoo,

yoo

hoc,
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Teaching Procedure
1.

Sing the song, allowing the children to repeat each tonal
pattern.

The lower pitched voices may sing the lower tonal

patterns; the higher voices may sing the higher patterns.
2.

Point to the children when it is their turn to sing.

3.

Is this pattern the same as the 11 me-ow11 pattern in the cat
song?

4.

In the "Telephone Song" which follows, unsure singers will

take the 11A11 sections, the rest of the class the "B" sections.

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Reproduced (in transposed form) by permission of American
Book Company from MUSIC FOR YOUNG AHERICANS, BOOK I by Richard C. Berg,
c:i;audeane Burns, Daniels. Hooley, Robert Pace, and Josephine Wolverton.
C 1959.
VIII.

CHORD PATTERN (1 - 3 - 5}

The 11 1 chord," often called the tonic chord, is built on
the first tone of the scale.
key feeling for a song.

This chord gives the child the basic

Sometimes the I chord is called the "home

chord11 because it gives the feeling of firmness or being· anchored.

In singing the chord as a melody, children should observe that it is
a skipping pattern, skipping those notes that lie between.

Let's

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Teaching Procedure
1. Sing the skipping patterns for the children.
Allow a child to play the patterns on the resonator bars.

2.

3. Place the patterns on flash cards, so the children can see
how the notes skip.

4.

Discuss which tones (by number) are being played.

SCNGS USING THE I CHORD PATTERN

bOUNCE THE BALL
Word~ and Music by Jane T. Jones

~bD6

J_
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•,

•·

•

Bounce

ball,
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Oh

l

ball,

•\

.__j

ball!

..-.

low.,

l

l

That's the

way

I

bounce

the

rball1

Teaching Procedure
1.

Sing the entire song for the children on 11 100, 11 or play it
on the resonator bars.
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2. Ask the children to count how many times they hear the skipping pattern in the song.

3. Let one child bounce a medium size ball on the first count of
each measure, the rest of the children clapping on the bounces.

4.

Try bouncing the ball at the beginning of only those measures
which contain the skipping pattern.

5.

Let two children bounce the ball to eachother on the first
count of each measure.

6.

Have the children take turns playing the skipping patterns
on the resonator bars as the rest sing the song.

7. After the children have learned this song and sing it with
ease, use the C chord ins~ead of the B flat chord.

It will

be one whole step higher, and the bars to be used will be
C - E -

and G.

Try this experiment at the beginning of the

class sometime without telling the children, and see how
many

can move their voices up the whole step.

Hany will not

realize what they are doing.
BOUNCE 'l'HE BALL

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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MY DOG
Words and Music

by

Louise Sheldon

Reproduced (in transposed form) by permission of Mills Music,
Inc. from LIT'rIE SONGS FOR LITTLE SINGERS by Louise Sheldon. @) 1949.

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Teaching Procedure
1.

Sing ''My Dog 11 for the children.

2. What is different about the skipping pattern?

3. What other pattern is heard in this song?

4. Let the children find the flash cards for these patterns (they
will be in the key of B flat).

5.

Make flash cards of these patterns in the key of C.

==r-,

_American Folk song

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Reproduced (in transposed form) by permission of American
Book Company from MUSIC FOR YOUNG ANERICANS, BOOK I by Richard C. Berg,
Cla.udeans Burns, Daniel S. Hooley, Robert Pace, and Josephine Wolverton.
C) 1959.
Teaching Procedure
1.

Pla;y- the 1 - 3 -

5 chord on the resonator bars (C - E - G).

After singing the song for the children ask them on which
note of the pattern the song begins (they should detect
this by listening).
2. Which tones of the song are not in the 1 - 3 -

3. What other tonal pattern is in this song?

4.

5 pattern?

(going down).

Use additional verses to introduce various physical activities, which will develop an understanding that music moves
at different rates of speed.
JX.

UPWARD VOICE MOVEr-lENT

The purpose of this little song is to get the voices into
the upper part of the octave so that the children can sing songs containing the full octave range.

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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THE OCTAVE IEAP

The octave leap is a favorite with the children.

If they

can move their voices easily on this interval, they have gone far
toward overcoming their vocal limitations.

The suggested physical

activity adds interest, especially for the boys.

Jump - ing

up

and

down.
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Teaching Procedure
1. Place the high C bar on the top tonal step.
2.

From a crouching position jump up on the high notes, then
down again on the low notes to show the tonal direction.

JACI-IN-THE-BOX

~'i---J~1ij_[;Jr•fr~Mr1~ Ji"J'(]
I

am

a

jack-in - the

box,

0 - pen the

lid

Teaching Procedure
1.

Have the children dramatize this song as it is played on the
resonator bars.

Listen carefully so that Jack pops at the

proper moment 1
2.

How many times does Jack pop up?

(Let the children see the

flash cards for the song, which will help them answer the
question).

-ltMORE OCTAVE IEAP SONGS
THREE SNEEZES

French Folk Song

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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From THE FIRST GRADE BOOK, Our Singing World Series, published by Ginn and Compaey. Used with permission. @ 1949.

*

Use resonator bars on the octave leaps.
THE SLIDE

Words__ aaRd 1-:usic by Louise Sheldon

1

Reproduced (in transposed form) by permission of Mills Music,
Inc. from LITTLE SONGS FOR LITTLE SINGERS by Louise Sheldon. @ 1949.

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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XI.

THE SCALE

After adding the A and B bars to the tonal steps, the children will be able to play both the ascending and the descending scale
of C.

The resonator bars on the tonal step~ should include:
C

E

D

F

· G

~·-rrJ
='f·• ....

A

B

C

t

\·. e

are

go - ing

up,

ur'

up.,

up.

C

B

A

F

E

D

C

G
-

~.. .·

- - - - - - ~ ·------ -

-------~

._
-

I

r~~~-~r-=~~ _.t

1-.re

are

go

-

-~-

ing

--·

L

·-

-

•= -=------t J_ ......c~-1
down, down.
t

down., down,

Teaching Procedure
1.

Have the children play the ascending scale pattern on both
the resonator bars and the step bells.

2. What is different about the two tunes?

The children will no

doubt realize that the tune on the step bells is higher than
the tune on the resonator bars, which is one octave lower.

3. Compare the tune with the flash card of the ascending scale
pattern (We are going up, up, up, up).

4. 'Tu.1hat bodily movements express this tune?

5.

Apply these same ideas to the descending scale pattern.
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6. Lay out the eight resonator bars for the C scale and give
each child an opportunity to build the scale himself, by
placing the bars on the proper steps.

Listening to each

bar should be stressed, for this is "ear training."

7. The following questions will be helpful:
a.

How does the scale sound when the steps go up?

b.

How does it look when the steps go up?

c.

How do we sing steps going up?

d.

How do we "act outtt steps going up?

e.

How do we

f.

Apply these questions to

~

"steps going up 11 on the resonator bars?
11

steps going do"Wll. tt

TUNES FOR TEACHJNG THE SCALE CONCEPT.

JACK Al'JD JILL

Jack and Jill went up

the hill to

fetch a

pail

of wa-ter.

Jack fell down and broke his crown, & Jill came tum-bling af-ter.

MI DOGGIE

44&'Ft_r-u>.r CT· (:f'-1: Jr; 7e~
.

I

had a lit-tle

dog- gie that

used

to

sit and beg,
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~c·JfJ~
· But

n· .J7 .tJ 1· .fl FJ J-"

dog-gie tua-bled down t!:e stairs and broke his lit-tle leg l

~:±In ..ri
Oh I

Dog - gie I will nurse

-

you and

i •L

And you shall haTe a

col - 1ar and

try to make you well,

-•\...,_-~. r·
-

lit-tle sil-ver bell.

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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This song is begun with all players in a crouching position.
Rise slowly with each measure, finalzy standing up at*• Slowzy return to crouch, arriving on the last "meow." At "Scat" jump up and
clasp hands high over head (8:125).
From SINGING Al!Jl) RHYMING of the Our Singing World Series
pu?lished by Ginn and Company. Used with permission. (C) 1949.
HOT DOG

From SINGING EVERYDAY of the Our Singin~ World Series,
published by Ginn and Company. Used with permission. (Q) 1949.
Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Reproduced (in transposed form) by permission of Mills Music,·
Inc. from LITTIE SONGS FOR LITTLE SINGERS by Louise Sheldon. @1949.
XII.

SONGS WITH CHAN TS IN LOWER REGISTER

It is important to have songs which will enable children who
can sing only a few notes in the lower register to participate with
the entire class.

If they can enrich the class singing, they will

have made a positive contribution.

The use of chants in the lower

register to accompany a song sung by the class is an excellent wa:y
to get results from these unsure singers.

Resonator b~rs may rein-

force the chant in all examples given.
-

-----

------

---------

DRIVING THE TRACTOR

Words and Music by

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Reproduced by permission of Follett Publishing Company from
MUSIC ROUND THE TOWN, Together-We-Sing Series by Max T. Krone, Irving
Iiolfe, Beatrice Perham Krone, Margaret Fullerton. @ 1959.
By Jane

---

J_
Br - rr - rr - uml

Br - rr - rr -

UJn

T. Jones

J_

f

l - - - -

Teaching Procedure

1.

The "Tractor Song," fine for gett~ voices up, is especially
good for little boys who like to play "machines."

2.

Once the tractor is started, use the chant accompaniment below.

3. Place the two lines of chant on flash cards. Ask the children to compare them.

The first chant line fits lines one and

three of the song, the second fits lines two and four.

4.

Let the children decide when to sing each line of the chant.
(This requires careful listening).

5. Autoharp

may

be used.

Play the F chord when the "F chanttt is

sung and play the c 7 chord when the "C chant" is sung.
Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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-

Music by Robert Nye

Words by . Vernice Ny~··· _

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Reproduced by permission of Alzyn and Bacon, Inc. from
THIS IS MUSIC, BOOK II by William R. Sur, Adeline HcCall, Nary R. Tolbert, William R. Fisher, Gladys Pitcher, Robert E. Nye, Charlotte DuBois. © 1962.
Teaching Procedure
1.

Continue to sing the int~oductory chant throughout the song.

2.

Use the autoharp as accompaniment, with the chant, making
three chord changes in each measure:

J_

F,. C7 and F.

ON HALLOWEEN

words and Music byJVax

1. Krone

Reproduced by permission of :B'ollett Publishing Company from
MUSIC ROUND THE TOWN, Together-We-Sing Series by Max T. Krone, Irving
Wolfe, Beatrice Perham Krone, Margaret Fullerton. © 1959.

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Procedure (4:79)
1.

2.

A few voices begin,
whispering several times:
"Black Cats 1 Black Cats ! 11
(Eventually the voices begin
to chant on pitch).

-d+
Black

Then a few more voices enter,
whispering:
"Hal-low-een, . Hal-low-een 111
(They finally chant it over
and over)

Hal -

t

~
ca.tel

low - een.

3. Then another group enters,
whispering:
"Witch-es on broom-sticks 1
Witch-es on broom-sticksl"
(They finally sing, until all
are ready for the song)

THE RAIIROAD TRAIN

~-IIC

J j' J J J
Witch-es

t

on broom-sticks.

From Jolly Jingles
By Charles Harvey

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Reproduced by permission of Follett Publishing Company from
MUSIC ROUND THE TOwN, Together-We-Sing-Series by Max T. Krone, Irving
Wolfe, Beatrice Perham Krone, Margaret Fullerton. @1959.
Introduction
The train bell rings.
'rhe conductor calls: "All aboard 111
Sand blocks begin slowly: choo, choo, choo, choo,
then a little faster: choo-choo, choo-choo, choo-choo.
Rhythm sticks begin: click-e-ty clack-et-y, click-et-y, clack-et-y,
Continue the sand block and rhythm stick accompaniment 'While you sing
the song.
Coda
After the second stanza, speak the 11 clickety clackety" accoill)animent softer and softer until it dies away.
Whistle: in the distance 11 whoo-oo-oo" (4:55).

a

lunlc,

a

- lunld

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Click - et - y - clack,

a

lunk,

a - lunld

Teaching Procedure
1.

Teach each chant with hand signals, corresponding to the
tonal levels.
Pattern 1 = medium height hand signal.
Pattern 2 • low hand signal.
Pattern 3 = medium signal, low signal, then medium signal.

2.

The order of singing the chant patterns is noted just above
each line of the song.

--~

----

-

---

-

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Reproduced by permission of Allyn and Bacon, Inc. from
THIS IS MUSIC., BOOK II by William R. Sur, Nary R. Tolbert, dilliam
R, Fisher, Adeline HcCall. © 1961.
Teaching Procedure
1.

First learn these tunes separately;

then put them together,

The lower one will be sung four times while the upper one is
sung two times,
2.

Try starting on F instead of G.
"Looby Loo" is from the days of the Saturday night bath,

taken in the middle of the kitchen floor in a tub.

The water had to

be heated on the stove, and often became too hot -- hence, "I put
right hand in," etc. (it was too hot!)

The chant for

11

my

Looby Loo" is

longer and more difficult but offers a challenge to unsure singers
who are becoming more sure.

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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bout.

Teaching Procedure
1.

For the introduction, have unsure singers sing 11All on a Saturday night, and the class sing,

11

It 1 s hot 111

2. While the class sings the song, the unsure singers can sing
the words of the first two lines of the song alternating
on two tones (E flat or B flat) as notated beneath the melody
of the song.

Hand signals given by the teacher may inform

the singers when to change from one tone to another.

3. Use resonator bars to reinforce the chanting.

Please note: Sheet music on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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CHAPTER III
EVALUATIW
For the total evaluation of the project all six classroom
teachers met with the music consultant.

The principal, who was in-

terested in the evaluation, sat in for part of it.

The following ques-

tions set up by the consultant aided in the evaluation.
1.

How maey children have gained from this experience?

2.

Did any develop ill-feelings due to taking part in the activity?

3. Did these children become more interested in music and singing?

4.
5.

Did the group add to activities in the regular classroom?
Which grade level is best suited to this type of experience?

6. Do you feel the project is worthwhile?

7. Do you have suggestions for additional activities, or changes?
8. Is the manner of writing up the procedures satisfactory?
What changes are needed, if any?

9. Do you feel that you, as a classroom teacher, can carry on
these activities?
10.

Could you carry on the activities without consultant help?

11.

Can you give specific instances of progress made by your
children?

12.

Has this activity benefited any children in their other
activities or problems?

~3. Would you like to use the procedure with your class next year?
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As the purpose of this project was to set down a procedure
for use by classroom teachers in helping children who showed evidence
of tonal difficulty, these findings were not gathered in a statistical
manner.

However, there were results, and they are given here just as

they were expressed by the classroom teachers at the evaluation meeting.
All six teachers felt that every child (17 first graders,
and 13 second graders) who participated in the experiment benefited.
Also, the teachers felt that the children in each classroom who were
not in the project benefited as well.
No ill-feelings developed as a result of this activity; quite
the opposite was true.

The children considered it a privilege to leave

the classroom for these musical activities and looked forward to reporting their experience to the rest of the class.
The project created more interest in singing; the few children who were poor in music suddenly became important contributors to
the activities for the entire group.

The chant they learned to sing

with the train song, for example, made the sound of the train seem
more real.

It was great fun to have two sections taking turns singing.

All children had to pay more attention to what was going on.
It was generally felt that this worthwhile activity should
be started in first 6Tade and continued in second grade.

All teachers

preferred to start it as a sequential program at the beginning of the
school year.

All felt they could carry out the program, but not with-

out the help of a consultant.
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The most noticeable progress was made by Bruce, who could
only move his voice from B flat to middle C and sometimes C# at the
beginning.

His voice was so boisterous and uncontrolled that the

teachers were relieved when Bruce was too ill to participate in the
Christmas program.

At the last session Bruce actually produced six

tones of a scale; the higher he went, the better the singing quality.
Kurt, a terribly withdrawn child, spent his time day dreaming instead of participating in activities.

He improved markedly

through this experience, and there was a definite carry over into
the classroom.
important.

Another unhappy aggressive child was made to feel

His improvement was evident in "show and tell" discus-

sions and even story writing.
uations in the classroom.

Richard's morale improved in all sit-

Steve learned how music could be fun and

that it was not "just for the girls. 11

He chose music class one day

instead of playing ball -- quite a decision!
Generally speaking, all children progressed and felt at
the end of the experience that they had a place in the music program.
They

now appear to have more interest in music, pay better attention

during music activities, and take more interest in observing and
listening to 11 what the music is doing. 11
cerned, the experiment was a success.

In the opinion of all con-
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